The experienced upgrade partner for systems modernization

The reputation held by United Defense for quality engineering and manufacturing has extended into other areas. New upgrades and conversion of existing systems are offered as an alternative to new production. Our expertise covers vehicles from light to heavy and a broad range of systems development.

Some examples include: The improved M88A2 which meets and exceeds the requirements for 70 ton vehicle recovery operations. Its performance, suspension and braking upgrades give the new M88A2 HERCULES the critical capabilities needed to team with the M1 tank. The ODS Bradley and the entire Bradley family, the M9 Armored Earthmover, the M992 Field Artillery Ammunition Support Vehicle and the M109/6 Paladin Howitzers are also successes. Each delivers world class performance, supportability and affordability.

The fact of the matter is, a combat organization is only as good as its least modernized major system. Our experience in upgrading critical systems enables us to tailor a program to meet the customer's specific force modernization requirements.

Our skills in technology integration and flexible manufacturing mean lower cost, higher quality and rugged durability in the field.

These capabilities are available from United Defense—the experienced upgrade partner for systems modernization.